
 

Rhythmic gymnastics tournament 

“BALTIC FLOWER 2019” 

09.-10.03.2019 Jelgava, Latvia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhythmic gymnastics club “ ” has the great honor to invite you team to attend 

the 10th international rhythmic gymnastics tournament “BALTIC FLOWER 2019” 

Goal: To find out talented gymnasts. 

Popularization of rhythmic gymnastics in Latvia. 

 

Place and date:  Tournament is hold 09-10 March 2019,  Latvija, Jelgava, Kronvalda iela 24, in Zemgales 

Olympic center.  

 

Organizer:       
Rhythmic gymnastics club “ ” with cooperation of JPPI “Sporta servisa 

centrs” and ”Jelgava Children and Youth Sport School”, head judge and coach Irina Smelova 

(phone /RUS, LAT/: +371 29140880, irtuk@inbox.lv), secretary Anžela Mizūne and Kristīna 

Voroņicka (phone / RUS, LAT, ENG/: +371 29150102) 

 

Apparatus supplier: 
 
 

SPIETH RG Floor "Beijing" Ref. 1790280 
 

Participation fee: 40.00 EUR per each individual gymnast (dinner for gymnasts included for two competition 

days – 12:00-16:00).  Fees have to be paid at the arrival of the teams to the hall or by bank 

transfer until 28.02.2019. (Please timely ask for the bill). 

Delegation: 1 Judge, 1 Coach, 10 gymnasts (preferable in different categories).  

! The team (delegation) must ensure the work of judge throughout the two days of competition; 

otherwise, the results of the team will be canceled!  

Teams with more than 10 gymnasts must ensure 2 judges throughout the two days of 

competition; otherwise, team will be admitted for an extra fee of 100 Euros.  

In entry forms, please note judge category. 

The appointment of participants will be suspended as soon as the number of gymnasts reaches 

280 people. 
 

Program: 08.03.2018 – delegation arrival, banquet for judges and coaches 

09.-10.03.2018 – competition 

11.03.2018 – delegation departure 

Precise program will be prepared and sent later, when will be received nominative entry forms. 
 



Categories for 

individual 

gymnasts: 

1 sport class 

2012 A Routine W/A; FIG 2017-2020 

2011 B Routine W/A; FIG 2017-2020 

2 sport class 

2011 A Routine W/A and routine with apparatus by choice; FIG 2017-2020 

2010 B Routine W/A and routine with apparatus by choice; FIG 2017-2020 

3 sport class 

2010 A Routine W/A and routine with hoop ; FIG 2017-2020 

2009 B Routine W/A and routine with hoop ; FIG 2017-2020  

4 sport class 

2009 A Routine with hoop and routine with clubs ; FIG 2017-2020 

2008 B Routine with hoop and routine with clubs ; FIG 2017-2020 

5 sport class 

2008 A Routine with ball and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 
2007 B Routine with ball and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 

Pre - Juniors 2007 A 

Routine with clubs and routine with ribbon; FIG 2017-2020 

Juniors A 2006 

Routine with clubs and routine with ribbon; FIG 2017-2020 

Juniors A 2005 

Routine with rope and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 

Juniors A 2004 

Routine with ball and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 

Juniors B 2006-2004 

Routine with clubs and routine with rope or ribbon; FIG 2017-2020 

Seniors 2003   

 

Routine with ball and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 

Seniors 2002  

 

Routine with clubs and routine with ribbon; FIG 2017-2020 

Seniors 2001 and older   

 

Routine with ball and routine with clubs; FIG 2017-2020 

Awards: All-around individual competition: by cups, medals, diplomas and gifts will award first 3 

gymnasts. By medals, diplomas and gifts will award 4-6 gymnasts. All participants will receive 

diplomas and gifts.  

If in all-around competition, there is a situation where gymnasts have an identical result, wins 

gymnast with the highest E result in one of routines. 

Registration:       Please return your preliminary application form until 14.01.2019.  and nominative application 

form until 25.02.2019. to the e-mail: irtuk@inbox.lv or register your entry form on 

www.rgform.eu 

 

mailto:irtuk@inbox.lv
http://www.rgform.eu/


Accommodation:       !!! Organizers can help you with hotel or hostel booking!!! Even if proposed hotels are fully 

booked, we will find solution with accommodation. 

Please take care about accommodation until 14.01.2019.  

If you need a help with hotel booking, please return accommodation forms until 14.01.2019 to 

the e-mail: irtuk@inbox.lv . 

If you wish you can make hotel reservation by yourselves:  

 Delegations can be accommodated at hotel “Jelgava****” (www.hoteljelgava.lv). Costs for 

accommodation you can find on the hotel web site. Hotel located in the city center. (comment 

from organizers: quite busy hotel, so please, if you are interested in this hotel book it as soon 

as possible) 

 OR at hotel “Zemgale” (www.zemgale.info). Costs for accommodation 25.00 EUR per person 

per night. Breakfast included. Located 5-10 minutes away by walk from the competition hall. 

If you decide to book this hotel by yourselves, please do it directly with the hotel 

administration (NOT on the www.booking.com), by sending mail to viesnica@skzemgale.lv 

with comment: participants of BALTIC FLOWER 2019.  

Payment for hotel “Zemgale” have to be made at the arrival of the teams to the sport hall or by 

bank transfer until 28.02.2019. (Please timely ask for the bill). 

 If the delegation needs transfer from Riga to Jelgava (40 km.) and back, please inform in 

advance. Transfer cost 15 EUR per person both directions: Rīga - Jelgava - Jelgava – Rīga.  

Payment for the transfer have to be made at the arrival of the teams to the sport hall or by bank 

transfer until 28.02.2019. (Please timely ask for the bill). 

 Costs for transfer, accommodation and feeding on the account of visiting delegation. 

 In competition hall is located café where is possible to have a meal during all day. 

Medical services: During the competition, all participants will be provided with a certified medical officer. 

Insurance: The Organizer is not responsible for any liabilities in case of accidents, illness, repatriation and 

the like. 

The participants are responsible for making their own arrangements to have the necessary 

valid insurance coverage against illness, accidents and for repatriation for all the members of 

their Delegation. 

VISA:       If delegation needs an official invitation to obtain a visa to travel to Latvia, please contact us as 

soon as possible. 

Music: Each gymnast is kindly asked to send music in mp3 format until 25.02.2019 to e-mail 

musicbf@inbox.lv.  Organizers also kindly ask gymnasts to have a music recorded on CD disks 

for the force major situation. 

Information: Coaches and judges are welcomed to enjoy a banquet on 08. March evening. Place and date 

will be clarified later in programme. 

!!! By submitting an application to the competition, the participants agree that their personal data will be used within 

the competition. Also, they can be filmed or photographed for free - for the purpose of promoting publicity and 

promoting rhythmic gymnastics !!! 
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